
「WWiitthh  CCOOVVIIDD--1199」

• We’ll do “visualization declaration” of the safety and the relieved measure in
the time of 「With COVID-19」, so that we may keep guest’s  safety and relief
and offer maximum satisfaction in the threat of new-style 「COVID-19」
infection at Sainoniwa hotel Kanazawa .

• We think there are also a lot of inconvenience in this stay at this hotel,  but we
wholeheartedly ask for your understanding and cooperation.

～Thanks for your understanding & cooperation～
Sainoniwa hotel Kanazawa  GM

🔷🔷🔷🔷Public space & Shuttle bus
Please wear a mask in  case of movement at 
inside of the hotel and the shuttle bus.  And use 
an alcohol sterilization pill in case of shuttle bus 
getting on and off

The public space and in the shuttle bus do fixed 
sterilization by hypochlorous acid water 
periodically.

The shuttle bus has a plenty of leeway in the 
capacity and runs

🔷🔷🔷🔷Check-in
Please clean your hands by an alcohol sterilization 
pill at the time of in & out of the hotel

When serving guests, a staff will wear a mask and 
put on cleverin stick (chlorine dioxide molecule)

We do virus removal at  counter by cleverin pot

Be sure to wash hands and gargle in your room

🔷🔷🔷🔷Breakfast (some people)

Cafeteria style Breakfast is offered by reserved 
time with replacement system

Please wear mask  at the time of taking dishes

Disposable gloves and “My” tongs are prepared

🔷🔷🔷🔷Public Bath
To keep  distance, the person who enters at one 
time is restricted by 15 people in both men and  
women’s bath

There is only preparation of the number of 
permission for a footwear box and an undressing 
locker, so when there are no spaces, please wait 
a moment at an after a bath lounge

🔷🔷🔷🔷1F Smoking room

A sterilization kit is installed in 
each section, so please use it accordingly

🔷🔷🔷🔷Extra corner

In effect of a light 
catalyst filter, virus in the room are taken

For paradigm shift to change to sustainable 
hotel which overcomes ｢｢COVID-19｣｣ ,
We promise that Sainoniwa hotel Kanazawa 
hotel show the Flag of future activity to SDGs.

Wearing a mask
Hand washing Protect etiquette Keep your distance Proper measures for infection 

Declaration to visualize
The countermeasures 

June 23rd ,2020

Sainoniwa hotel Kanazawa
General  Manager 


